
 

YOU CAN CUSTOMIZE!!!



 

Paint the eyes while holding them together in your fingers so that 
you can clearly compare them. (Paint Nice Round Shape)

FACE & ARMS 
1 oz (28.3g)

DRESS
1.5 oz (28.3g)

HEAD SUPPORT         
ALUMINUM FOIL 12”x12”

SKEWER
6” (15cm)

GUM PASTE 
OR FLOWER PASTE

STRUCTURE

HAIR 1 oz
(28.3g)

SUPPORT
0.5 oz (14.2g)

EYEBALLS

DRESS 
PARTS
0.65 oz
(1.8g)

EYELINER

EYEBALLS

HEAD BODY

NEED GLUE GUN & CORN SYRUP 

OR PIPING GEL

FONDANT

TYLOSE / CMC 1/2 TEA SPOON

PAINTING GUM PASTE EYEBALLS

Cookie Monster 
Black

Mix with 
Different Color

Remove Color 
With Finger Tip

Paint Black 
Pupils

Scratch with 
Knife’s Edge 

Hazel Nuts / Brown + Yellow + Black

Brown / Blown + Black

Blue / Blue + Black

Green / Green + Brown + Black

Turquoise / Blue + Green + Black

For this project, I 

used a 1:1 ratio of 

Renshaw America 

Fondant & Saracino 

Modeling Paste.

Ideally, it’s best to 
create the Gum Paste 
Eyeballs a few days 
in advance to allow 
them to FULLY DRY. 
dayCompletely dry.

You can customize  
Size & color



 

No Tylose needed for the 
Face, but if your Fondant is 
really soft, then do add a tiny 
pinch of Tylose, especially 
for Hand Parts (humidity & 
your hand temperature play 
a role in Fondant Handling)  
If the Fondant is HOT, let it 
SIT to COOL  ( too much 
handling can make Fondant 
too warm / too soft ) 

Initially use tool to shape Facial Features and then immediately smooth areas with your Finger Tips. 

Divide Fondant for Head & Face: 0.8 oz (22.6g), for Arms 0.2 oz (5.7g).   
Mold it into a Macaron shape. Use your finger to gently press down  
in the middle of face, creating an indentation.  

Add with a Little Bit of Water. Stretch the Face Fondant around the Edges, Smoothing and Maintaining a Round Face, completely 
attaching the face to the head. Use your finger to press down and create an indentation in the middle of face. 

FONDANT SUPPORT FOR STRUCTURE

MAKING A FACE

Insert skewers into 
Aluminum Foil halves 
as shown.  Secure into 
place with a touch of 
Glue from a Glue Gun.

With your fingers, apply Corn Syrup or Piping Gel to the foil.  
Then add approx. 1/2 tsp Tylose Powder to 0.5 oz (14.2g) Fondant. Roll out the Fondant & wrap it quickly 
around the Foil. Press Fondant strongly to the structure to get rid of any air bubbles.  Mold it into the 
body shape & head shape…. Please Note: At this point, the face side of head should be shaped FLAT…  

FACIAL DIAGRAMS



 

Mouth: Use the Knife to cut the mouth on the face.  Use your tools to open and shape the mouth and lips. Take a tiny piece of 
Black Fondant and Roll It Out Very Thin and Attach this Eye Lining at middle point of inner eyelid smoothing into place with the 
tool. Touch the Tip of Sharp Brush to Black Ink Edible Marker and Paint Eyebrows and Eyelashes.

Use Knife to cut initial 
lines for the eye position.

Use tool to shape 2 Eye Sockets. Then insert Eyeballs, using toothpick to 
press in and assist with alignment

Are the eyes level to 
each other?

Use the Dresden Tool & Flat Tool to continue creating Nose & Mouth Definition Silhouette. 

Make-Up: for Lips, Cheek, Eyeshadow, Eyebrow.
After Make-Up, Add Eye Sparkle White Dots with a touch of White Gel 
Color on the end of a Toothpick.
Use the Flat End of the Toothpick to apply Confectioner's Glaze for 
Shiny Eyes and Shiny Lips Effects ( PLEASE DO NOT use brushes with 
Glaze! )

Move the Fondant from upper eye and lower eye. Cover the Eyeball edge 
and making double Eyelids.



 

Apply a little bit of water to the body surface. Wrap the fondant for the dress around the body and blend and smooth gently yet 
firmly. Shape the Waist Line. Make waist a smaller proportion than head. Pull the fondant to the side and pinch and cut off.

Smooth the shoulder lines. Use your tool to add texture to dress design. Accessorize with collar, bow, belt and colors. 

MAKING A DRESS

MAKING ARMS & SLEEVES

Arms & Hands: Add some Tylose to a small portion of fondant for each arm.  Roll out into arm shape…Use your eyes to make sure 
you have the right proportion for the arms. 
Press down one end of the arms with your tool to shape it into a wooden spoon shape.  Follow the photo steps to create the hands, 
using your tools, as well as gently twisting the fingers with your own fingers.  Also gently press the fondant to shape the wrists.  Use 
your tool to gently press-in and shape the palm area. 

ROUND  
EDGE

WOODEN  
SPOON

MITTEN 
SHAPE

CUT45°  
ANGLE

CUT 
MIDDLE

CUT 
EVEN

OPEN  
FINGERS

L  
SHAPE

TWIST & 
ROUNDING

SHAPE 
WRIST

L

For the arms: carefully making a hole in the end of the arm 
with a toothpick.   Remove toothpick, and apply a thin 
coating of corn syrup and reinsert toothpick into the arm.     
(  You can skip this if toothpick already feels secure in arm )



Make holes in body with Awl Tool and attach Arms & Hands to the body 
with with a touch of water.  Attach sleeves, blending the fondant of body 
and sleeves together.

The Fondant Hair Portions should NOT be Too Thick or Too Thin. Flatten Fondant into 2 x 1 inch or 2 x 0.5 inch portions. Use Tool 
To Make Hair Strand Lines. Hair Portions are placed on head in a sequence. For lower backside hair, add hair lines for just the 
edges, then roll up for a Curl.

ATTACH ARMS

ATTACH ARMS If you have some leftover fondant, attach it onto the back side of head and 
make smooth into shape.  Attach hair support on back of neck as shown.

You can style in any way you 
like! I used Aluminum Foil for a 
secure inner body structure, 
but you can also use Rice 
Cereal for the body structure. 
HAVE FUN CREATING!!!  
If you use these methods, 
please tag me  
@mimicafeunion 
#mimicafeunion 
#mimicafeuniontutorial 

Thank you!!!l Sachiko Windbiel 


